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ART AT A DISTANCE - American Life in Isolation Catalog Part 1
In March 2020, with the advent of the COVID19 pandemic, we were unable to have our monthly Call for Entries
and exhibits at the art center—no opening reception, no gathering of artists and patrons, no music, no wine, and
no refreshments. We were all disappointed. But creativity does not stop and cannot be put on hold. In April we
asked artists from all over the United States to create for a themed, digital exhibit: ART AT A DISTANCE, American
Life in Isolation. Here are the results.

We awarded prizes for 1st, 2nd, and 3rd place plus some honorable mentions. The criteria we used for awards was:
(1) Is the artwork technically well done? (2) Does the artwork convey the theme without an explanation? (3) Does
the artwork reflect some emotion (e.g. humor, loneliness, hopefulness, fear, boredom)?
Enjoy a video—a virtual 4th Friday opening reception that includes all the normal activities we are accustomed to
including dance, music, champagne toasts and, of course, many of the pieces of the artwork submitted and award
winners. Virtually Yours
This catalog of all accepted entries is in two parts and is published on our website. If you are interested in
purchasing any of the artwork, contact us (804. 291.1400 or by email) and we will put you in touch with the artist.
We are taking no commissions, so all the sales will go directly to the artists.

Adrian Amiro
Garden of Delight
6x7 Mixed Media $100
This painting is about finding creativity
and imagination in isolation and solitude. I
created it in the first weeks of the
Pandemic. The image is of a woman,
alone, on fire with her imagination. She is
surrounded in a floral bubble of sorts, but
some of her dreams escape.
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Adrian Amiro
Garden of Isolation
12x12 Mixed Media $150
This painting is about finding creativity and
imagination in isolation and solitude. I created it in
the first weeks of the Pandemic. The image is of a
woman, alone, on fire with her imagination. She is
surrounded in a floral bubble of sorts, but some of
her dreams escape.

Draven Arcane –
Channeling Siddartha
20x30 Photo Manipulation
Digital Art $300
Finding space for solitary ruminations in
the mountains of North Carolina
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ArmstrongTheresa
Excuse to be Out
Ink on Watercolor board
12x16 $150
Ink on watercolor board.
The image is of an innovative way to
bring in income when you're ordered to
stay home with limited allowed
exceptions.

Elizabeth Bram
Telling-Stories-Together
22x28-Acrylic-$600
This is a happy and fun painting that brings us back
to childhood.
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Anna Bryant
Alone Together, Central Park
oil on canvas
12x12 $350
The green spaces in our cities have great
healing powers. While we are no longer
able to congregate in groups or walk
close together through these spaces,
they still continue to be a respite for
friends as they momentarily set aside
their fears and socialize from a distance.

Gwen Bullock
Reserve
11x14 Photography $125
Dinner alone night fter night
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Gwen Bullock
Time Out
11x14 Photography $125
Lost time and days run into each other

Melissa Burgess
House on Route
One 30x24 Oil on Birch Panel
NFS
This house has sat like a sentry for decades, more
than a a century over looking America's famously
well traveled Route One. As it has weathered,
pieces of wood have over time been added to
cover neglect. It still stands stoic, alone on its
island, watching all that goes by.
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Elizabeth Caffery
Vanity
26x30 mixed media $300
Something I need to work on...to
understand my Value is not outward,
rather inward.

Juan Camejo
Food for One
9x12 Pencil and Acrylic $250
Lunch at Union plaza care center.

Juan Camejo
Lunch Alone
8x11 Pen and ink, $200
Art created for an article about senior
citizens and their struggle to get fed.
Some forget to eat, others don’t have
food, while others who are shut ins
depend on meals on
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Libby Clark
Dream for tomorrow
11x14 $40
Since we have been staying at home, during the
Coronavirus pandemic, I have been thinking a lot
about where I would like to go on vacation. So, I
set up my tiny, very old suitcase, and little mouse
for an imaginary trip.

Gloria Coaker
At Least I have my phone
Acrylic on Canvas $1900
This is the first in a new series on young
people circa 2020. A young woman
sitting in a storefront allowed me to
photograph her. I thought it was perfect
for this show.
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Gloria Coaker
Oh no a paintstorm
10x10x10 mixed media $500
This work reflects being alone in a metaphorical
storm.
I splashed acrylics on a toy doll with a paintbrush
oar sitting in a shoe boat, then mounted it on a
piece of blue plastic.

Maggie Collins
Emerald Smoke
16x16 Giclee print $500
Created in Photoshop, using paint
brushes. Virus...insidious, encroaching,
invisible....so many ignore the signs and
symptoms.
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Maggie Collins
State of the Union
16x16 Giclee Print $500
State of the Union is completely digital, created in
Photoshop. Chaos, isolation, and discord are all
very real. Some believe otherwise.

Cynthia Cornett
In a Different Time
23x19 Alcohol ink $135
I wanted to explore a midcentury time. I
adore black cats as I currently have two.
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Sharon Cory
Its Not As If We Were Best Friends
48x72 Acrylic $2500
Two people turned in different directions
and were separated, not by distance,
but by indifference.

Glenda Creamer
At Breakfast
13x16 Marker $150
My daughter having a lonely breakfast
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Tacy Cummings
Learning photography
NFS
My daughter and I are now home every day due
to quarantine so we have taken over most of the
chores on the farm. On the way back from feeding
cows she asked to help drive the tractor home.

Tacy Cummings
Open Sky
photography
NFS
This is the view of my barn I see every day
when I go out to chore. Just because
everything else is shut down doesn't
mean chores on the farm end.
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Kay Vass Darling
Stil life with Window
18x26 collage mixed media
$300
What I associate with still life are objects that are
part of the ordinary, domestic, and “interior”
aspect of our lives. With the pandemic, this is now
a focus of our lives, that which is inside our homes
or ourselves.

Lisa Diefenderfer
Two Million Kelvins
12x16 photography $65
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Devann Donovan
A Disregard
24x36 $780
My collective works focus on childhood memories
and nostalgia. This work analyzes the world from a
child's perspective. A hyper focus on one memory,
make the surroundings completely disappear and
unworthy of remembering.

Devann Donovan
Look What I Can Do
Oil on Canvas 40x30 $875
My work focuses on childhood memory
and nostalgia. This work reflects on new
adventures taken as a child. Each one
monumental. Now even more due to
isolation and the lack of socializing,
outdoor play, and exploration.
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Devann Donovan
My Favorite Channel
oil on canvas 40x30 $850
My collective work focuses on childhood memory
and nostalgia. This work combines the high energy
and chaotic aura of a child. The channel being
the actual memory and moment in time. Looking
back, one realizes their favorite channel is gone.

Stuart DuBriel
It’s the Mailman
10x8 photography
NFS
This is my front door peephole -portal to
the outside world - that I look through
every morning to see what's going on.
Most of my neighbors' cars are still parked
in their spots, on what would normally be
a workday.
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Pat Duzey
Blue Hall
22x28 Oil $350
There are many empty spaces these days, one of
which is the artist student's studio. The blue feels
shadowy and ghostly, a bit like the unconscious
mind.

Ryan Eubank
Rumble Strips
12x12 digital drawing $20print
There’s no shame in confusing movement
with freedom
But the two are not the same
Not all prisons are bolted to the ground
Some may have wheels and a
commanding view
Only to serve as confinement by another
name
#thankatrucker
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Ryan Eubank
SCREEN TIME
11x14 Digital drawing $20print
We’re going to break away now from the latest
brazen attacks, appalling conditions, bombshell
allegations, dramatic developments, disturbing
details, shocking revelations and gruesome
discoveries to update you on the staggering toll
that tuning into this broadcast has wrought.

Mark Flowers
Swallowing the Bitter Pill
24x66 mixed media $4000
We all have had a lot of bitters pills to
swallow lately, I hope we get through this
without too much more.
Anna Faris
All Together
9x12 Digital Manipulation $300
I was inspired to create this image to symbolize
how we are all one and in this together during this
time of uncertainty. An image of the world and
photos of Central Park, the street in front of my
brothers East Village apartment were layered to
create this effect.
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Anna Faris
Healing Hand
9x12 Digital Manipulation $300
Layered photographs show how the virus has
spread over large portions of the globe and the
epicenter in the United States, NYC. One World
Trade Center is the focal point and symbolizes the
economic upheaval COVID -19 has caused. The
hand spreads light and love to heal humanity.

Mark Flowers
Transmission
mixed media 27x25 $1750
Painted at the beginning of the
pandemic. The idea of how this virus
transmits was on my mind.
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A Michelle Fox
A Murder of Corvids
50x48 mixed media $400
This piece was done during social
isolation and the rise of the Covid19
pandemic. It is a reflective piece and
conversation about coping with the fear,
panic, and isolation we are all
experiencing.

Donna Frostick
Smoke and light
12x16 Acrylic on Canvas $200
A brush fire burning at the edge of a hiking trail
filled the woods with smoke, illuminated by striking
sun rays. We can find inspiration and beauty in
unexpected places and even during trying times.
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Natalie Gates
Slowly Approaching Storm
40x30 Oil $600
In this painting I use a naturalistic
approach with unnatural colors
(greenish-white skies, pink highlighted
green buildings) to create that sense of
unreal dread and anxiety the COVID-19
disaster embodies. The steep street
without traffic except two cars, repetitive
windows, lone figure and muted stop
lights speak to social distancing.

Hannah Grisevich
Don’t Touch Your Face
18x24 Acrylic on Wood $300
We're all fighting an invisible adversary. I wanted to
portray the loneliness we could all feel in isolation
but with the dangers visible, supporting the reason
we are all staying home.
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Jerry Harvey
Black River Side
44x29x15 Italian Olive Wood and Enamel
Table $425
The flow of a river within a natural wood
setting can calm the mind and free the
soul. Such is the nature of woodworking
in solitude, where imagination, like a river,
flows through the mind and into the
hands of the woodcrafter.
Jerry Harvey
Blackened Bowl
8x4 Ash $125
This bowl came from an old, weathered ash log
that I found in our woods. In keeping with its
texture and age, I wanted the outside to show
respect for the weathering of time - while the
interior showed the heart and promise of what it
once was.

Pat Harvey
Alone
8x10 Acrylic $150
Enforced solitude can drive you mad or
lead you down contemplative paths.
When the crisis passes will we fail or will
we, like the Phoenix, emerge from the
flames and be born again. I'm a fantasy
artist. I'll bet on the Phoenix.
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Erlene Hendrix
How Much Longer
11x14 Altered Photography $135
Windows are a way of being both isolated from
and connecting with the outside world. They
appear often in my work. In spite of the ability to
see outside, there is melancholy, however, in
looking out of a closed window without the ability
to touch and inhale the outside world.

Edward Ingersoll
Solitude
24x16 Chalk Pastel $550
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KB Joseph
Unforeseen Light
2x3x3 $1100
This piece was created during quarentine and
captures the emotion of holding onto hope.
"Unforeseen Light" is meant to bring peace to the
viewer in these uncertain times.

James K. Kaulukukui Jr
Connections
21x21 acrylic on canvas $2500
Connections with my Chinese and
Hawaiian roots. It's about the Dragon or
in Hawaiian lore the Mo'o (40ft
Lizards/Dragons)...
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Marie Kennedy
Untitled Vignette 21
Photography 11x17 $150

Saliha Khanum
untitled 3
acrylic on board 18x24 $350
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Saliha Khanum
Untitled
11x14 acrylic and collage on canvas $150

Brooke Latham
Marionette in Chair
3x4 Acrylic $750
I’ve always felt like life is a constant
performance and most of it, we don’t
have any control over.
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Gail Litton
Night Waiting
Oil Pastel on canvas board 10x13 $150
Normally night life would be happening with folks
enjoying the bistros and cafes. But night life is waiting
to return to what it “might” be again.

Gail Litton
While Supplies Last
8x10 Acrylic on Paper $65
Never thought we would not have basic
essentials.
Just the thought of empty store shelves
and people actually not sharing,
influenced this piece.
Another fear of loss.
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Faith Love
Everyday you have a Choice
Digital art $25

Faith Love
Get out of Your Head
digital art $25
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Faith Love
Homebody Wants a night on the town
Digital art $25

Mark Lupenui
The Effect of Coronavirus on
Doodling 11x14 Graphite on Paper
$250
While quarantining, the only times I
get to sketch people is when my
wife and I go to town for groceries,
etc. While she is in the store I can
sketch folks from the car, but
everyone is wearing a mask now
so half-faces are all I get!

(Catalog Continued see Part 2)
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